
	  	  	  
As the self-proclaimed “Baby Hair, Super Fresh”, with respect to her 
trademark “sassy mohawk”, B-Phlat’s personality is as funny as her 
comedy. With over 1 million views on Comedy Central’s “This Is Not 
Happening” and high-profile appearances on TV Guide Channel’s 
series “Stand-Up in Stilettos”, Nick Jr.’s network “Nick Mom’s Night 
Out”, HBO’s Def Comedy Jam and Showtime’s “Comics Without 
Borders”, to name a few, B-Phlat has been universally spreading her 
unique blend of brassy, sophisticated humor. And she has showcased 
on several stages at the Just For Laughs-Montreal Comedy 
Festival, one of the world’s premiere comedy exhibitions. Her comedy 
goes beyond laughs, as she strays from the norms of man-bashing, 
and instead uses hysterical routines to honestly examine her life and 
surroundings. 
 

This St. Louis native developed her tenacity and wit at an early age, 
but by no means was a “class clown”.  In 1992, B-Phlat relocated to 
Philadelphia for graduate studies in Arts Administration at Drexel 
University, where unknowingly, her friends signed her up for a talent 
show that launched her comedy career. Who knew that moment would 
be the catalyst for her walk in life! She hasn’t looked back since and 
continues to draw her growing audiences into her funny tales of life, 
love and everything in between. 
 

B-Phlat’s extensive list of television appearances also include STARZ 
Martin Lawrence Presents “1st Amendment Stand-Up Comedy”, The 
Travel Channel’s Show “Meet Me in St. Louis with Cedric the 
Entertainer”, Byron Allen’s “Comics Unleashed”, and BET’s “One 
Mic Stand hosted by Kevin Hart”.  She also co-hosted with Kenny 
“Baby Face” Edmonds “Where Music Meets Film,” at the 2007 
Sundance Film Festival, landed a spot on BET’s Comicview for 6-
years running, and has appeared on VH1 as a clip show commentator 
on numerous occasions. 
 

When’s she’s not spreading her humor on the screen, B-Phlat 
continues to tour extensively throughout the world.  She has toured 
and/or opened for renowned comedians such as Cedric the 
Entertainer, Mike Epps, and Paul Mooney, to name a few. In 
September 2006, Morning Dew Pictures produced her innovative one-
woman show, St. Philly-My Black Utopia and is currently in the 
process of producing her new 1-hour comedy special “Sophisticated 
Ignorance”. When she’s not spear-heading her own productions, she 
can bee seen on her weekly LIVE DIY podcast with Sherri Shepherd 
(The View & Dish Nation) titled “Tight’n Up Tuesdaze”. To balance 
out her hectic life and schedule, she’s an advent runner and yoga 
enthusiast. 
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